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Buerkel-Rothfuss and Fink: Student Perceptions of Teaching Assistants (TAs)

Shrdent Perceptions
of Teaching Assistants (TAs)
Nonay L. Bucrhel-Bothfttss

Donn S. Finh

"In rec€nt years...funding practices for graduate education, combined with an insreasing hierarchy of educational
values that diminishes teaching in favor of research .... has
resulted in the fact that those graduate shrdents, assigned to
teach sections in elementary courses, are often the least experienced among their peers as teachers and in many cases
also the newest arrivals at the universit;r" (Romer, 1991, p.
331).

As the above quote sugests, the hiring of TAs to teach
sections of basic oourses presents a number of potential problens, especially given the large numbers of graduate students
who assume that role. Since the latter part of the 19th cen-

tury, the number of TAs in colleges and universities has
grown dramatically (Eble, 1987). For example, a national survey by Gibson, Hanna, and Huddleston (1986) indicated that
48Vo of tJore basic communication courses were taught either by
former or surrent TAs. Buerkel-Rothfuss and Gray (1990)
reported that TAs generated 26Vo of the credit hours in speech
communication departnents.
Obviously, TAs'initial forays into teaching include many
and varied problems which can beset the best of them and
cause many to give up the task. In particular, nost TAs are
just beginning to develop the knowledge and skills necessar5r
to be competent teachers while striving to meet the expectations of their students. As such, both the progress of TAs
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and the interests of their students need to be given careful
consideration.
The two shrdies described herein sought to identify those
factors which influence the degree to which TAs can meet
their shrdents'e:Bectations and to iilentify those areas where
TA trainers and Basic Course Dirsctors (BCDg) may focus
their energies to best enhance TA training. By identifying
reasons why TAs tend to be perceived as lacking in expertise,
it may be possible for those involved in the training and
supenrision of TAs to better prepare them for their teaching
tasks.
Weaver and Cotrell (1989) identified five problems that
plague basic course instrustors: (a) striking a balance between
leniency and rigor in the classroom, (b) providing shrdents
with appropriate levels of dependence/independence, (c) establishing the desired outcome of the class (achieving a combination of leariring theory and skill development), (d) estab
lishing a productive relationship with shrdents, and (e) establishing objective methods of evaluation and grading. Since
TAs generally teach basic couf,ses, the aforementioned prob,
lems could be especially problematic for them. In addition, a
number of other variables appear to be related to teaching
efrectivenesg: communication style (Andsrsen, Norton, &
Nussbaum, 1981; Nussbaum & Scott, 19?9; Scott & Nussbaum, 1981), verbal and nonverbal teacher immediacy behaviors (Anderson & Slithrow, 1981; Gorharn, 1g88; IGarney,

& Wendt-Wasco, 1986; Richmond, Gorham, &
McCroskey, 1986), student-teacher interaction patterns
(Cooper, Stewart, & Cnrdyknusf 1982; Ciorham, 1g88), interpersonal attraction (Andriate, 1982), compliance-gaining
strategies (IGarney, Plax, Richmond, & Mc0roskey, 1g8E),
and affinity seeking (McCroskey & McCroskey, 1g86). It
s€ems likely that these variables also would have an influence
on how TAs are perceived and evaluated by their students,
given tleir relative lack of teaching experience and possibly
Umited backgrorurd in their content afoas. Each of these variPlax,
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ables can be operationalized as specific TA classroom behaviors, such as presenting course material in a clear, organizsd, appropriately illustrated fashion (communicator style,
teactring style, organization); using shrdents'names and using
personal examples to illustrate material (verbal immediac,y);
showing ooneern and respect for students (afEnity-seeking);
and so on.

TAs nay differ fron regular, tenure-track faculty in more
than experience and content knowledge, however, and many
of those differences could impact on students' perceptions of
them as instructors. Most obviously, TAs, especially those
teaching during their Master's programs, tend to be closer in
age to undergraduate students Oran regularfaculty. Also, TAs
must handle Ore two ofben-competing roles of student and
instnrctor, and conflicts between these roles nay affect their
teaching. For example, TAs who identify too closely with the
student role nay find it difficult to grade rigorously or uphold
cours€ policies. Likewise, such identification nay lead to high
levels of empathy for students and high regard for their conserns, which could impact positively on shrdent evaluations
and learning.
In short, little is known about how TAs are perceived and
evaluated as teachers by their students. I.ikewise, few shrdies
provide insight into which variables best predict student
evaluations.lhe purpose of the two shrdies presented herein
is to begin to identify how TAs are perceived by students. In
particular, three rssearch questions wrderlie this research (1)
When conpared to regular, tenure-track faculty, how favorably are TAs evaluated by undergraduate shrdents? (2) Srhat
specific teaching behaviors are related to positive and negative evaluations of TAs? and (3) IVhat demographic variables
are related to students'perceptions of TAs? Study 1 answers
those questions and Study 2 extends those fin.lings by addressingthe lirnitations in Study 1.
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1

fire main purpose of Study I was to compare shrdents'
evaluations of TAs as instnrstors with their evaluations of
regular, tenure-track faculty. A second purllose was to begn
to identifr specific TA teaching activities that contribute to
positive student evaluations.

Methd,
Sample and Procedures. Ttre sample for Study I consisted of 350 undergraduate students (186 males and 164
females) enrolled in an introductory speech conmunication
course at a midwestern university during fall semester, 1991.
the basic course enrolls nearly 3@0 students yearly and is
completely taught by TAs. Seventy-two percent were freshmen, L77o were sophomores, 6Vo werejuniors and 4Vo werc
seniors. Students completed the questionnaire outside of class
time during the final week of classes and received 3 extra
points on a 120-point scale for participation. Students were
agsured that their participation was voluntary and Orat their
responseg would remain anonJmous.
The Instrument. The questionnaire consisted of 37
Likert-type statements 0 = strongly disagree; 6 = strongly
agree) that asked for comparisons between TAs and tenuretrack faculty for a variety of teaching variables (see Table 1).
Thirty-three statements were designed as comparisons
between TAs and tenure-track faculty for a variety of teaching
behaviors (e.g., faculty are tougher graders, TAs are more
cleative, TAs are more likable). Four statements were general
assessments designed as the dependent measures (e.g., TAs
are generally not as qualified to teach as regular ft*lty). fhe
statements were culled ftom teaching evaluation forms,
dissussions with undergraduates regarding their experiences
with TA instmctors, discrrssions with TAs, and descriptions of
variables related to perceptions ofteaching effectiveness dis
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Table 1
Means and Stanilard Dwiations for Study 1 and Shrdy 2

(f1) XISD (t2)
N=360) (N=12t)

x4sD

TAs arp frienillier ...
TAs are lese prrficient connnnicating outent ...
TAs do not teac,h well ...
TAs are more coacerned abot their abilities ...
R€gular fasulty are tougherr graders ...
TAs are lot v€ty intereoted in teaching ...
TAs are less rosponsible ...
TAs are mrs willing to teach basic @urses ...
TAs are less matrre ...
TAs aeemas prcfesional ...
TAs Beem mre disorganized ..,
TAe prepare as well for class ...
TAs are Dre creative...
TAs try to estabtsh a more personal basis ...
TAs give students more breaks ...
TAa are more interesting...
TAs c8r€ Eore about students perfor:mance ...
TAg are
helpful furingofice hours ...

mn

slower in grading aselgnnents ...
ars Dor€ open to alternative points ...
8r€ more wining to tisten in general ...
hsve little power in the classl@m ...
are mre likely to have favorite students ...
discloso t@ mrch personal information ...
TAe bave difrculty grading fairly ...
TAs only teach to cover costs oftheir classes ...
TAe are mole Uhsly...
TAs sonetlmss have trcuble controlling classe ...
TAs haw difirulty dicking to dssisioDs ...
TAs nrely tn"ke excua€a forproblens...
TAs t€nd to be tm g6fi and formal ...
TAs hsvs little othority in the clagsroom...
TAr are oore "firn" than "chdlenglngn ...
Students prefer regular fasulty versrs TAs ...
Shr&nts of TAs get less for thelr money ...

TAs
TAs
TAs
TAs
TAs
TAs

aFe
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8.5/0.9

2.6tt.o

2.Ut,t

S.AL.O

2.sto.s

2.6/t.0

3.4/1.1 3.8/1.1
2.7^.2 2.8.1.1
2.OtL.1 2.WO.9
2.SlO.9

3.6/1.0

2.610.8

3.y1.0
z.f/L.t
3.6/1.1
3.6/1.0
s.ilL.o

2.7lL.O
3.0/1.0

3.U0.9

2.910.9

2.UO.8

s.uL.t

s.0/1.0
8.OlL.2

z.UL.s
z.AL.O
2.7t0.9
z.UL.L
s.aL.s

2.6lL.O

2.6lL.L

s.aL.o

LA|L.O
z.AL.O

aNL.L

2.9lL.O

z.dL.O

2.UO.9

:t.8/0.8
2.6lL.O

3.3/1.0
2.610.S

3.6i/1.0
S.UO.g

3.d1.0
2.9lL.O

32lL.O
32JL.O

3.V0.8
2.710.9

3.s/0.8

3.u0.9
3.UL.L

2.7lL.l
2.AO.S
2.6tL.O

z.AL.O

3.y1.0
z.UO.g
2.AO.S

s.3/0.9

2.40.9
2.3/0.9
2.710.9

3.llL.2
2.611..l
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(f1) vftD (f2)

(N=860)

0V=1i14)

TAs pnerally are not as qualified...
22JO.S 2.y0.5
Shdents reepect TAs qs Euch ...
S2A.O
TAs have as much credibility ...
3.Ul.1
TAs are more likebto keep promisco ...
8.0/0.9
I world chose a regular faorlty member ...
8.yt.z
TAs heat dudents less consistently...
2.6t0.9
TAs are more easily flusterud ...
2.9nO
TAs have as much self.coDfidence ...
3.AL.O
TAs are more defensive...
2.7lO.E
TAs treat tcaching as just a sorre of inome ...
2.olL.O
TAs mostly follow policies created by soneone else ...
3.6t1.0
TAs generally do not have qualificatioas to tsach...
2.Ws
TAg show as much respet for studsnts ...
3.8/0.9
I get less for my money when I have a TA instructor ...
2.6t'..l
Regular faculty are morre profeesiond ...
3.0/1.0
TAs are more like[yto keep olfie hours ...
3.V1.0
TAs do not answer quegtions well ...
2.AO.S
TAs often come to class uaprerpared ...
2.y0.9
TAs aF better at expl,aining gradiog criteria ...
2AlO.8
TAs offer @re t"lgvani eranples .,,
3.0/1.0
TAs view teachlng as less importaot t\an their ourses ...
2.610.9
TAs arc as well rcspected ...
8.UL.O
TAs deserve the same respect...
s.ilt.L
TAs qre more likely to admit their mistak€s ...
s.uLo
TAs ar less onsiderate of ghrdents'fe"lings ...
2.UO.S
TAs are legs eedous about theb lole ...
2.6lL0
TAs are more likely to adapt to gtudeats ...
3.A/0.9
TAs tend to talk about students behind our backs ...
2.S|L.O
TAs tend to t.n( about their partying experieaes to be liked ...
2.6tL.O
TAs are as knowledgeable about couree cont€nt...
s.ulo
TAs aro moro likelSr to be coln uader pressnre ...
2.71O.7
TAs arc more likelyto show neFyous
3.0r0.9
'nanftorlsma
TAs as more likely to be tleatricaUdenonshativs ...
8.4O.9
TAs ar€ less tactful ...
2.7t0.8
TAs aF less argunentative ...
2,i',10.8
TAs uEe more eye contad, fedal expeodong and gestures ...
3.0/0.9
TAs tend to exprus fewer emotions and be more ee{rstive ...
2.610.8
TAs tond to bo mole enouraging of studsnts ...
8.3/0.9
TAs tend to bo @re precise in their preeotatione ...
2.9lO.E

8.6/0.9
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x/sD(#2)

lten

N=124

TAs expect more prec{se answers ftom gtudents .,.
TAs are less likelyto notice when students do not understand
TAs arc bettor 61 malring it clear whic,h concepts are important
TA8 do a better job of fitting oncepts together for students ...
Tenure-tradk faorlty help students apply course ontentbetter
TAs use humor more frequently...
TAs tend to enourap nore stu&nt participationnnteraction
I tend to learn more ln classes taught by rregular faculty ...
I tend to be lees motivaied ln classes taught by TAs ...

2.710.9

2.7tL.O

8.0/0.8
8.ryo.9

2.91.0
9.3|/0.9

8.6/1.0
2.9tL.O

2.AL.O

in the literature (e.9., (Andersen, Norton, & Nussbaum, 1981; Anderson & \ilithrow, 1981; Gorham, 1988;
cussed

IGarney, Plax, Richmond, & McCroskey, 1985; IGarney, Plax,
& Tllendt-Wasco, 1985). As a whole, the items were expected
to produce several dimensions of teaching evaluation. Spesifically, students have demonstrated an ability to differentiate
among at least three dimensions of teaching: "expertnesdqualificstion," "friendlinesJsosiability," and "teaching
skills" (Beat$ & Behnke, 1980; Beatty &%a}nn,1990; Cohen,
1981).

Although it is interesting to identify specific differences in
how students evaluate TAs and faculty, it is equally important to begrn to categorize those perceptions. To identify
dimensions of teaching ability, a prinsiple components factor
analysis using an orthogonal rotation was performed using
the items comparing TA and tenure-track faculty. An item
was considered loaded on a factor when it posted a primary
loading of at least .60 with no socondaly loading higber than
.30. An eigenvalue of 1.0 was spesified to terminate factor
extraction. Afactor was intorBreted if at least three items met
Published by eCommons, 1993
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the loading sritsrion for inclusion. Many itens loaded at.4 or
higher on more than one factor, thus eliminating them from
fiuther analyses.
Six factors emerged from the factor analysis. The first
factor, sociability, contained items refening to degree of
friendliness, attempts to get to know students on a personal
basis, creativity in the classroom, expressions of concern and
caring for students, and general likabilif of TAs. Many of
these behaviors fit under the description of teacher immediacy
(Andersen, 1979; Iftarney, Plax, & Slendt-Tllasco, 1986). the
sscond factor, labeled authority, contained items relating to
the degree of power and control TAs exer[ in t]re classroom.
Negative behaviors, the third factor, contained a variety of
itens that would be considered detrinental to teaching effectiveness: showing favoritism, disclosing too much personal
information in class, grading unfairly, and a perception that
TAs only teach to pay for their own classes. Professionalism,
the fourth factor, was made up of items measuring responsibility, professionalism, and preparation. The fifth factor,
listening, contained three items: helpfulness, willingness to
listen to alternative viewpoints, and willingness to liston in
general. Finally, items in factor six referred to the amount of
rigor in the classroom, as indicated by three'behaviors:
rigorous grading, grving students'breaksr" and sticking with
policies.

Four items were used as overall measures of shrdent satisfaction with TAs and, thus, as the dependent measures for
this study. The first was a preference measnre: "Given a
choice, I would select a tenure-track faculty member over a
TA every time." fire next two items assessed general efrectiveness of TAs as instnrctors ("Tfu generally do nothave the
qualifications to be good teachers") and relative value of
courses taught by TAs C'I get less for my money when I have a
TA for an instmctor"). Ttre final item measured respect for
TAe: "I have as much respect for TA teachers as for tenuretrack faarlty."
BASIC COMMT'NICAITON COI'RS'E AI{NUAL
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Data Analysis. To detemine ovenll student perceptions
TA
of
teaching, means and standard deviations were computed for each of the 87 Likert-type statements on the instrunent. To assess differences among students based on
demographic information, cross tabulations and Chi-Square
statistics were computed for year in school for each of the 37
items listed. T-test comparisons were nrn between males and
females to measure gender differences. Step-wise multiple
regression analyses were used to assess the relative contribution of each of the six factors described earlier (plus the
demographic variables) to students' perceptions of TA teaching.

Reeults
ltre first research

question asked how TAs are evaluated

by undergraduate students when compared with regular,
tenure-track faculty. Table 1 presents means and standard
deviations for the 33 teaching items and global evaluations of
TAs as teachers. Of these 37 items, virtually all suggest that
students perceived no quditative difrerences between the two
t5ryes of instructors (TAs and regular, tenure-track faculty).
For items worded in such a way as to sugest similarif (TAs
are as lresponsible, professional, etc.l as regular, tenure-track
fasulty), item neans tended to be at or near the midpoint of
the scale, sugesting no difrerences. For items worded to suggest thatTAs demonstrate lesser abilities, means tended to be
below the midpoint, suggesting disagreement.
lhe second question sought to identify specific teaching
behaviors of TAs and regular fasulff that are evaluated differently by students. the results in Table 1 suggest that studente perceived TAs as being slightly friendlier, more concerned about their teaching abilities, more willing to teach
basic courses, more creative, and more likable than regular
faculty. tr\rrther, students perceived TAs to be more wining to
establish relationships on a personal basis, while at the same
Published by eCommons, 1993
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time they considered TAs to be as responsible, organized, prepared, qualified, and as interested in teaching as regular
faculty. Finally, students felt that they were getting their
money's worth fron TAs, and they indicated a commensurate
level of respect for TAs.
Ttre third research Erestion sought to identify variables
which affect the evaluation process. Two possible demographic variables were investigated in this study: students'
class standing and gender. Not tabled are the cross tabulations and Chi-Square analyses computed for class standing
becaus€ none of the analyses yielded statistically significant
differences. thus, class standing did not app€ar to afrest the
ways in which students evduated TAs in Study 1. Table 2
presents comparisons between males and females for the
evaluation items. Gender contributed to significant differences in 24 of the 3? items. Females indicated more favorable perceptions of TAs versnrs male students in each of the
significant relationships tabled. No clear patterns are evident
in the data with regard to types of activities evaluated differently by gender. However, the number of differences suggests that females tend to hold considerably more positive
perceptions ofTA instmctors than do males overall.

Table 2
Results of t-tests by Gender (Study 1)

XM

(186)
TAs arg ftiendlier...
TAs are less proficient comnrnicating content
TAg do not teach as sell ...
TAs are Drc onoemed ebout their abilities
Rqular faculty are tougher gradere ...

3.4
2.9
8.0
8.3
2.7

XF

(164)
8.6
2.4
2.4
3.8
2.6

t gig

-1.17

4.61...
6.19.*.

{.11
L.t2
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I

llbm

xMxF
(164) t sis

(186)

I

I

2.2 1.8 4.42.4t
2.6 2.L 8.?5i**
... 3.6 3.6 -0.46
2.4 9.74**r
2.8
2.9
8.3 -2.914
2.7
2.4 2.72**
3.4
s.7 _9.66***
3.3
3.7 _3.34.{r*
... 3.6 S.8 -1.64
2.7 2.7 O.Ai
...
2.9 3.2 -2.4V
intoreting...
TAecaremorsabortstudents performance... 3.1 S.1 {).86
2.9 2.9 4.32
TAs are mre helpful during ofice hmrrs ...
2.9 2.6 2.01'
TAs ere slower to grading assignnents ...
3.2 32 -0.S6
TAs are more open to alternatfue Doints ...
TAs ars more willing to listen in general ...
3.1 3.1 L.2A
9.06r*
TAs have little power in the dasaroom... 8.2 2.8
2.37'
TAs are more likely to have favorlto shrdents ... 2.9 2.6
TAs disclose t@ mrch personal information ...
2.6 22 4.2'*
TAs have diftorlty gradingfairly ...
2.5 2.4 4.48$r
2.86*
TAs only teach to cover osts of their clasce ... 2.4 2.2
3.0 32 -1.27
TAs arE nore llkable ...
3.6"*
TAs gometlmee have trouble contmlllng classes 2.7 2.8
2.7 2.3 3.16**
TAs have difiorlty sticking to desisions ...
3.1 9.0 0.86
TAs nrely nale qrcuaes for probleme ...
23 2.1 6.21***
TAs tond to bo too stifrad fornal ...
2.96'*
TAs have little real authority in the classroom 2.6 22
2.E 2'E {).38
TAs are Eole "fun" than "challeaging" ...
3.1 2.7 9.04*'
Students prefer rcgular faculty versus TAe ...
2,7 2.3 3.1i'
Stndents of TAs get lees for their money ...
2.4 2.O 3.47***
TAs generally arrE not as qtralifisd ...
Studentg respect TAs as much as regular 3.2 g.E -4.19r*r

TAs are not very interestd ta teaching ...
TAs are less responsible ...
TAg are mre willing to teach basic ourseg
TAg are legs mahrre ...
TAe seen as professional ...
TAs seem Eorc digorganized ...
TAs prepare as well for class ...
TAs are morr creative ...
TAs tryto €stoblish a nore personalbasis
TAs giye students more brcab
TAs are more

faolhy

I p. <.05
'tf p.<'ol
.'rr p. <.001
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Step-wise multiple regression analyses were computed to
examine the relative contribution of teaching behaviors and
demographic variables to overall peroeptions. Ttre six teaching
indexes and the three demographic variables (GPA class
standing, and gender) wers entered as independent variables.
The four overall evaluations of TA teaching were treated as
dependent measures.
Results of the analyses were sonewhat consistent For the
first equation, four variables energed as significant predictors
of selecting a tenure-track faculfi member over a TA the perception ftat TAs tend to lack power and authority in the
classroom (B = .-46; F = 83.21 p < .@1), low perceived TA
sociability (B = -30; F = 65.6; p < .@1), high grade point average (B = .11; F = 46.4; p < .@1), and low perceived TAprofessionalism (B = -.11'F = 36.2; p < .@1). Most of tho variance
(29Vo) was acoounted for by the first two variables. For the
second equation, which assessod predistors ofthe perception
that TAs generally do not have the qualifrcations to be good
teachers, four variables emerged as significant firis time, the
best predictor ofthis perception was low perceived professionalism (B = -.23; F = 99.9; p < .0Ol), which acconnted for
23Vo of the variance. The other significantly related variables
were perceptions that TAs exhibit negative behaviors (B = 29;
F = 71.8; p < .001), low perceived rigor in the classroon (B =
-.18; F = 66.0; p < .001), and low perceived power and authorrty (B = -.L?:'Et = 44.9i p < .@1) . For perceptions about the
value oftaking a course from a Td students indisat€d that
low perceived authority (B = -.66 ; F = 161 .2;p <.@1),low
perceived sociability (B =
-.26; F = 100.0; p < .@1), high
perceived negative behaviors (B = .?A; F = 80.8t p < .@1), and
low perceived professionalism (B = -.16; trt = 64.7i p < .001)
were tlre key variables. Lack of authority accounted for SlVo of
the variability in this equation; all four variables together
acconnted for 4496 of the variance in this measnre. Finalh,
with regard to whether or not students respect TAs as
teachers, the four most significant predictors wero high perBA,SIC COMMTJNICATION COI'RT'E
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83

.67iF - 162.9; p < .001), high per(B
p
ceived sociability
= .29; < .001), low perceived negative
behaviors (B = -.18; F = 81.2; p < .001), and high perceived
authority (B = .11; F = 62. 8; p < . 001).
ceived professionalism (B =

Summary
Overall, the results of Study 1 suggest that TAs are evaluated favorably when compared with tenure-track faculty.
Although students did not indicate a strong preference for
either group of instnrctors, the data indicate that TAs tend to
fare well, especially in areas involving student-teacher interaction (friendliness, immediacy) and presentation/preparation
(concern for abilities, preparation for class, creativity). Gender
apparently plays a role in how TAs are evaluated, with
females providing more positive evaluations for a variety of
behaviors. Finally, two sets of TA behaviors emerged as critical to students'perceptions of quality teachingby TAs: degree
ofprofessionalism displayed and ability to exert appropriate
levels of authority in the classroom.

srttDY 2
The purpose of Shr-dy 2 was to extend the results of Study
1by attempting to replicate the results and by addressing the
limitations of that study. In particular, there were several
limitations of Study 1: (a) most of the subjects were freshmen
in their first semestor of college; (b) no attempt was made to
ensure that subjects had taken courses from more than one

T$

and (c) no attempt was made to control for students'
perceptions about their speech communication instructors.
lbe need to address these limitations formed the basis for
Study2.
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Methd'
Sanple and Procedures.Ihe sample consisted of L24
undergraduates (60 nales and 64 females) enrolled in the
same basic speech communication course during spring
semester, 1992. Tbis time there was a smdler percentage of
freshmen in the sample: freshmen, 62Vo; sophomotes,2l%o;
juniors, t9%; and, seniors, $Vo. Amafority of the students had
taken more than one TA-taught class q1= 2.9). Again, students completed the sunrey during scheduled testing sessions
and received extra credit for their participation. By checking
section numbers, it wag possible to verify that all TAs toaching that semester were representsd fairly equally by students

in the sample. Thus, the data represent evaluations of 14
speech commwtication TAs.

the Inetrunent. fire questionnaire

consisted of 79

Likert-type statements that required conparisons bstween
TAs and tenure-track faculty. These ?9 statements included
the items from Study 1 and a variety of other items designed
to add to the rang€ ofTA teachingbehaviors examin€d in that
study. Thus, the questionnaire contained 70 general evaluation itens plus 9 items designed as meaaures of student perceptions of TA teaching: 'TAs do not teach as well as tanuretrack faculty," "TAs have as much overall credibility as
tennre-track faculty," "Given a choice, I would select a tenuretrack faorlty member over I TA" 'TAs generally do not have
the qualifications to be good teachers," "I get less for my
money when I have a TA for an instructor," "Regular faorlty
are more professional than TAs overall," "TAs are as well
respected as regular fasulty," TAs deserve the same respect
as regularfaculf," and "I tend to learn more in classes taught
by regularfactrlty than those tauglrtbyTAs".
In addition to the TA conparison items, the questionnaire
contained student demographic questions (class standing,
gender, approximate GPA and number of courses taken that
BASIC COMMT'MCATION COI'BSE ATiTNUAL
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demographic questions

(gender and age), and 32 Likert-type items designed to evaluate the speech communication TAs. Thus, the instrument
contained nine dependent variables (measures of generalized
attitude toward TAs and tenure-track faculty, 70 measures of

perceptions of TA teaching, and 3 demographic variables
(gender of shrdent, gender of instnrctor, and student GPA).

Reeulte
The first two research questions pertained to differences
in how TAs are evaluated relative to regular faculty. The second column in Table 1 presents means and standard deviations for each of the 70 comparison items and for the 9 general evaluations of TAs as teachers. As in Study 1, students'
evaluations were positive. Items suggesting that TAs are not
as skilled as regular faculty (e.9., TAs are less able to communicate what they know, are less likely to treat students
consistently, are not as interested in teaching, are less responsible, are more disorganized, are more easily flustered,
are slower about grading, are less considerate, have difficulty
grading fairly, often come to class unprepared, and find it diffisult to stick with their decisions) received mean scores below
the midpoint of the scale, indicating disagreement with those
assessments. Many items sugesting that TAs actually perform better than regular faculty received evaluations above
the nidpoint, suggesting agreement: TAs are friendlier, are
more ctrative, tend to encourage shrdents more, try to get to
know students on a more personal basis, are more wining to
liston to altemative viewpoints, are more likely to admit mistakes, uso humor in the classroom more ftequently, encourage
more student participation, and are more likely to keep their
office honrs. There was general agreementfor all of the items
that suggesterl equaly high performanoe on the part of both
TAs and faorlty: TAs seem as professional, prepare as well for
class, have as mudr self-confidence, show as much respect for
Published by eCommons, 1993
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students, and are as knowledgeable about the basic conrse
content as tenure'track faculty.
Ttre thiril research question sought to identify other variables that play a role in the evaluation prooess. Not tabled are
the results of the t-tests between male and female students.
As in Shrdy 1, females tended to evaluate TAs more positively
than did males in the sample. Using one-tailed tests based on
the results of the first study, females rated TAs more favorably on 19 of the items: TAs are concerned about their teadhing ability, responsible, mature, professional, organized, prepared, conposed, no more easily flustered than regular
faculty, helpful during office hours, qualified, able to control
their classrooms, challenging, able to provide relevant
examples, no more stiffformal than regular faculty, Iikely to
admit their mistakes, considerate, precise in presenting content, likely to notice when shrdents do not understand, and
likely to encourage class participation.
Research suggests that gender of the instructor also
affects shrdents'evaluations (Sandler, 1991). To exanine this
relationship, t-tests were computed comparing evaluations of
male TAs and female TAs. Only 6 of the 79 comparisons were
statistically significant; of these, 4 pointed to a preference for
male TAs. Female TAs were perceived as being slower
graders, as having less authority in the classroom, as being
less professional overall, and as generally having lower qualifications for teaching than male TAs. On the other hand,
female TAs were perceived as being less argrrmentative than
maleTAs.
To exanine the role that student GPA plays in assessments of TAs, t-tests were run comparing students who indicated carrying a GPA of B or better with those whose GPA
was C or below. Two-tailed tests were mn, based on the
inconclusive results regarding GPAfrom Study 1. Nine signn
icant differenses emerged, all in the predicted direction. Students with higher GPAs felt that TAs are less concerned
about being good teachers, lack self-confidense, are not more
BASIC COMMTJNICAIION COI'RSE ANNUAL
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their
good
qualifications
to
be
classes, generally do not have the
teachers, are more likely to have "favorite" students, do not
offer more relevant examples than tenure-track faculty, are
not as well respected as regular fasulty, are not more likely to
admit their mistakes, and ars more likely to talk behind students'backs.
firus, the data fton Study 2 suggest that gender (both of
the student and of the instmctor) is a potentially important
variable in understandinghow TAs are perceived, as is GPA
Female students rated TAs more favorably; male TAs tended
to be rated more favorably than female TAs. The gender
break-down for students in the sample wag 66Vo female students anid44Vo male students, and the gender break-down for
TAs in the sample was 66Vo fenale TAs and 457o male TAs.
This rather even distribution by gender would sugest that an
over representation of one gender in either group did not
account for the differences.
The next step in the analysis process was to determine
whether or not the evaluation itens contained the same six
factors identified in Study 1. fire 70 items were factored into
six dimensions using a confimatoty factor analysis procedure
and the same loading criteria specified for the first study. The
expectation was that the same six fastors would be identified
from this set of data: sosiability, authority, negative behaviors, professionalisn, listening, and rigor. Those six factors were not replicated exactly, however, perhaps due to the
much smaller sample size. Factor 1, Iabeled competencey'
professionalisn, again contained items pertaining to TAs'
overall professionalism and teaching g6mpetence. This factor
accormted fot 35Vo of the variance. Most of the measures
referred to traits: friendliness, maturity, professionalism,
preparation, organization, interest in students, selfconfidence, fairness in grading, and lack of defensiveness. Ttre
second factor, immediacy, contained a variety of items
measuring interpersonal commrurication skills (e.g., listening
concerned than regular factrlty about how students do in
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and ability to explain ideas clearly one-on-one) and
general conoern for and liking of students (e.9., helping
students during office hours, showing concern for student
learning). firis factor accountod fot tLVo of the variance. fire
third factor, negative behaviors, contained a set ofteaching
behaviors that would be considered inappropriate (e.g., disclosing too much persond information to students, finding it
difficult to stick to decisions, naking excus€s and/or blaming
others for problems, and becoming argumentative with
students). Factor 3 accounted for LMo of the variance. Fagtor
4, commitment to teaching, contained items that suggested
that TAs teach primarily for the money, not out of e4joyment
of or interest in the teaching experience (e.g., TAs view
teaching as a source of income and tend to be less serious
about the teaching role than regular faculty). This factor
accounted for an additional 8Vo of the variance. Factor 5,
classroom communication, was a measure of some aspects of
teacher communication behavior: ability to commnnicate what
they know about courss content and answer students' questions, abillty to provide appropriate examples, and ability to
remain calm under pressure. firis factor accounted for 6Vo of
the variance. Factor 6, authority, refemed to TAs' ability to
establish grading criteria, maintain authority in the classr(xrm, and manage classroom interaction. Yariance accounted
for by this factor was 6Vo.
fire 32 items meastrring attitudes toward students'basic
cours€ instrucdors also were factor analyzed, using a nonoonfirmatory procedure and the same loading criteria specified
earlier. fire resultant 6 fastors accounted for just over 80% of
the total variance, with the first factor accorurting for 62% of
that variance. Factor 1, labeled interpersonal skills, contained
a variety of items assessing eonesm for students (e.9., being
supportive of shrdents, showing sonsorn for shrdent learning,
showing respect for students) and teacher immediacy (being
approachable, being likable). Factor 2 contained items
measuring professionalism: being prepared for class, being
BA^SIC
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organized, being professional, being willing to admit mistakes, etc. The remaining factors contained too few items to
allow interBretation Consequently, only the first two were
used for the analyses.
To determine the effect of the dimensions of perceived TA
teaching ability on overall assegsments of TAs, nine stcp-wise
regression analyses were computed for the nine dependent
measures. Independent variables consisted of the six dimensions of assessment plus gender, GPd and the number of
courses students indicated having taken which were taught
by TAs. Because all subjects were enrolled in sections of the
basic course, it was felt that students' perceptions of those
instnrctors might be especially influential in the evaluation
prosess. Consequently, the two measures of perception about
their TAs, perceived professionalisn and perceived communication abiltty, were included in the regression equations.
Agreement with the statement "TAs do not teach as well
as do t€nure-track faculty" was tied to perceptions of TA competencerlrofessionalism (B = .66; T = 4.0; p < .001). Ttrese two
variables accounted for 16% oJthe variance. Agreement with
the statoment "Given a choice, I would solect a tenure-track
faarlty nember over a TA' was best predicted by two of the
teaching dimensions: commitment to teachitg (B = .77iT =
3.9; p < .001) and immediacy (B = .43; T = 2.2; p < .03).
Variance accounted for was 26Vo. T'lre third statement,
"Regulaf, faculty are motrs professional than TAs overall" wag
best predicted by a perception that TAs do not engage in negative behaviors (B = .89;1'= 3.9i p < .001) and demonstrato
appropriate levels of authority (B = .60; T = 2.9; p < .005).
These variables accounted for 227o of the variance . The
statement "TAs deserve the same respect as tenure-track
faculty" was best predicted by perceptions of the TAs'professionalism (B = .64; T = 2.9; p < .006) and competence,/professionalism of TAs in general (B = . 61; T = 2.8; p <
.006). Variance accorurted for was It%.The fi:frh statement,
"TAs generally do not have the qualifications to be good
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teachers" was related to one variable: commitment to teaching
(B = .95; T = 6.1i p < .001). Variance accounted for was {LVo.

"For me, TAs have as much credibility as tsnure-track
faorlty" was predicted by two variables, which accounted for
33Vo of the variance: competencdprofessionalism (B = .72iT =
8.9; p < .001) and interBenond skills of the TA (B = .32; T =
2.6;p <.01). Perceived lack of authority (B = -.71; T = -3.6i p
< .001), negative TA behaviors (B = .66; T = 2.7; p < .01),
classroom communication (B = .62i T = 3.3i p < .001) and
interpersonal skills of the TA (B = -.37i '1'= -3.0i p < . 01)
were the best predictors of the statement "I get less for my
money when I have a TA for an instructor." Variance
acconnted for was 437o.Tlrr:ee variables, which accounted for
the variance, predicted the statement'TAs are as wellby students as tenure-track faculty": competence/professionalism (B = .72' T = 4.1; p < .001), lack of neg37Vo of

respected

ative behaviors (B = -.7LiT - -3.0; p < .01), and GPA ( B =
-.39; T = -2.5;p < .01). Finalln the statement "I tend to learn
more in classes taught by regular faorlty than those taught by
TAs" was predicted by two variables: a lack of competence/professionalism (B = -.52; T = -2.9; p < .01) and classroom communication skills ( B - .62;T =2.6; p <.01).
Variance accounted for was267o.

Summ,ary
Although the results of Shrdy 2 must be interpreted with
caution, given the much smaller sanple size, it would appear

that those results confirm the findings of Study 1. Ihere

appears to be no major difference in the way shrdents evduate TAs and regular faculty but variables such as gender and
GPA do appear to play a role in that waluation prlcess.
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DISCUSSIONAND SUGGESTIONS FOR TA
TRAINING AND SI,'PERVISIION
The results of both studies indicate that being "the least
experienced among their peers as teachers and in many cases
also the newegt arrivals at the universi$r" (Romer, 1991, p.
331) may not be all bad. In fact, in many ways TAs may be
perceived by students in their classes as equal to, or even better than, their regular, tenure-track colleagues. In general,
undergraduate shrdents indicated no strong preference for
regular faculty yersus TAs; they viewed TAs as being as effective and as desenring of respect as regular faculty. Further,
students perceived TAs as being somewhat more friendly,
more sreative, and more aceessible. As such, these frndings
support the use of TAs to conduct classes, at least from the
students' perspective.
Gender appears to play a role in how TAs are perceived by
shrdents. Given that both shrdies involved approximately an
equal mix of male/female students and maldfemale TAs, the
conclusions referring to gender perceptions of TAs should be
fairly representative and generalizable. Ttre differences in
male and female perceptions of TAs may be due to sex-role
expectations which are prevalent in our society (Burgoon,
Buller, & Woodall, 1989). Ttre affiliative nature of the female
gender may contribute to a more favorable assessment and
lenient attitude towanil TAs of both genders. F\uther, femdes
may be more forgiving of certain weaknesses in TAs, and they
may overlook a lack of professionalism, especially if TAs compensate for that lack with appropriate and positive social
behaviors. As the tests indicat€, females tended to have more
positive perspectives about TAs in a number of areas. For
instance, females were more positive than males in their view
of TAs as being more proficien! more committed to teaching,
more responsible, more prepared, more creative, more personal, more fair in their evaluations of students, mone positive
in their outlook, and nore desendng of respect.
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Although the number of significant differences associated

with gender of the TA was small, this finding is also noteworthy. The differences identified in Shrdy 2 sugest a somewhat negative view of female TAs by both mde and female
students, which is consistent with ressarch on perceptions of
female faculty nembsrs (Sandler, 1991). Perhaps the college
or university setting is still perceived by students as a naledominated society. Certainly, many departnents still sufier
from a shortage of female professors. Males also may be at an
advantage based on stature and other nonverbal characteristics. A six-foot tall male in a suit and tie may automatically

have more credibility than a five-foot tall female similarly
attired. Generally, males speak louder and with more authorrty than fenales. Likewise, it has boen the experience of these
researchers that females tend to be more tentative in the
classroon than males, regardless of their knowledge of the
content or preparation for the class. Thus, BCDs may want to
focus on those gender difrerences during training and might
consider providing suggestions for how their more resewed or
anxious female TAs can compensate for those differences.
Certainly, professional attire would be an important variable.
Casual clothing or many of the contemporar5l figure-revealing
fashions could work against a female TA's attempt to estab
lish credibility and authority.
Higher GPA appears to be related to a preference for regular faculty. Our own e4rerienses suggest that TAs often
grade more leniently than tenure-track faorlty. firus, it is not
surBrising that shrdents who have worked hard to earn good
grades would not appreciate their less hard-working peers
receiving high grailes in the basic courss for less effort. Fnrther, students with high GPAs may hold the attihrde that
they desene full professors rather than instructors-in-training. Ceilainly, theypay the same amount of moneyfor a class
taught by regular faculty as by TAs; these students may see
greater value in those classes taught by professors. It would
seen that BCDs could do much to work with this problem. For
BASIC COMMI'MCATION COIJRSE A}.[NUAL
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example, it might be advisable for BCDs to inform the TAs of
the rationale for hiring them to teach the basic conrse so that
this information could, in hrrn, be passed along to students.
Certainly, inco4loration of TAs into the teaching stalf holds
the cost ofa college education down for students overall. In
addition, information about the amount of training provided
for TAs coukl be passed along to students. Undergraduates
may be glad to hear that their TA actually received more
teacher training that the typical college professor. Perhaps
most important, this finding stresses the need for BCDs to
supewise grading in the basic course to make sure that TAg
understand and can apply the grading criteria appropriately,
thus improving the likelihood that all instructors in the basic
course will evaluate shrdents in the same way and with the
same degree of rigor. TAs who do tend to grade too leniently
can be singled out for one-one attention by the BCD. All TAs
can be reminded on a regular basis of the need to grade fairly
and objectively. An average performance or an average paper
should receive a C, not a B-. In fact, in most basic courses
which enroll a majority of fteshnen students, the most common grade earned probably shouldbe a C. firis information is
difrcult for many TAs to comprehend because they, being the
best and brightost of the underyraduates at their institutions,
would never settle for a C and often cannot understand why
any student would be happy with an "average" grade in the
course. Perhaps just remindingTAs that students hold a variety of expectations about grades and bring a variety of motivations to each class would be helpful. Students with high
GPAs may be motivated to learn or they may simply be motivated to keep the GPA high in any way possible.
In terms of teaching dimensions, professionalism appearg
to be the key factor in whether or not TAs are perceived as
being equal to tenure-track faculty. Measures of professionalism include organization, preparation, mahrrity, selfconfidence, fairness, handling responsibility, and owning
behavior. Certainly, many of these qualities can be broken
Published by eCommons, 1993
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down into specific behaviors and discussed during TA training. Providing a rationale for the various duties and responsibilities tied to the TA role (e.9., holding office hours as scheduled, starting and ending class on time, establishing clear
criteria for grading, providing sufficient feedback to students
so that they underctand their grades, dressing appmpriately,
using appropriato language with students) may do much to
help TAs adopt a professional attitude and demeanor. Many
TAs may resist such information, however. Seeing their own
professors in jeans and sweats or having had the opportunity
to join the faorlty for a beer at the local pub may color their
perceptions of what a professor "should" be like. Some of our
own TAs have suggestod that casual dress, language wtge,
and attention to clock time convey an approachability message to students. What TAs fail to understand is that this
casual attihrde may work well for a highly respected full professor with a Ph.D. In fact, professors who invite students out
for a beer or attempt to use sttrdents' slang may do so in order
to reduce sone of the intimidation assosiated with the student-professor relationship. Lacking credentials, the TA may
not measure up in the eyes of many students, however, thus
creating a perception that he or she is nonprofessional. One
topic for discussion in a TA training session might be the differences between being liked by students and being respected
by them. TAs, hoping to be liked, may give shrdents too many
breaks, fail to uphold course policies, sosialize with students,
or engage in other astivities that would desrease the professional "distance" between instructor and student. these
behaviors could damage any cbances for earning students'
respect BCDs might want to establish firm guidelines at the
outset about what is and is not considered professional behavior in the specific basic course program in which the TAs
will teach. Rules regarding appropriate attire, prohibitions
regarding dating students, and advice about handling personal problems brought to the attention of the TA might
reduce problems in the long run. r.ikewise, advising TAs to
BASIC COMMI'MCATION COI'RSIE AIiINUAL
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establish stringent conrse policies at the outset (penalties for
late papers, expectations about arriving late for class, etc.)
rather than starting offeasy and hoping to gain back control
later maybe good practice forTA.
Other predictors of positive perceptions of TAs appear to
be related to TA authority, interpersonal communication
skills, commitment to teaching, and lack of negative behaviors
(e.g., disclosing too much personal information, selecting
"favorite" students, and talking about students behind their
backs).

It is not surprising that TAs need to establish their
authority in order to be perceived positively. Certainly, the
abili$ to control classroon interastion would be necessary for
effective teaching. In lecture settinge, control may involve
limiting the number of private discussions occurring in the
audience. In more participatory classss (such as those typically found in basic speech communication courses), activities
may get too loud, some students may refuse to participate,
and/or Ore processing may not go as well as planned. lhus,
communication TAs could appear to lack authority when, in
fact, they are attempting to teach as they have been
instructed. Another problem arises when TAs attempt to distance Oremselves from unpopular elements of the basic corrrse
by indicating to students that the desieion making power is
out of their hands, thus conveying a sense of powerlessness.
Altho-gh the intention might be to suppress students' complaints by professing to have no ability to change the
unchangeable, the end result may be a perception that the TA
lacks authori$ and control. Certainly issues of authority can
be dissussed during TA training. The TA who attempts to
over-control the classroom may risk the same negative evaluations as the TA who lacks authority. TAs can be taught how
to manage discussions, strategies for keeping students on task
while saving face (if possible), shtegies for handling problem
students, and so on prior to their entering the classroon. As
dessribed previously, TAs can be aided in putting together
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porsond courBo policies that will indicate to shrdents that the
class is to be taken seriously without creating such a long list
of "don'ts" that students get discouraged or disgnurtled before
the class begtns. Sometimes just semantics cam help. Helping
TAs see the advantage of refering to activities as activities,
simulations or exerciges rather than games may make a big
difference in how seriously students will engage in the erperience. Likewise, describing activities as "fun" may undernine
their acadenic intent; words like challenging, engaging, stimulating, or thought-provoking might be more desirable.
Finally, helping TAs see the value of making sure that all
activities end wifir a discussion of how this material is applicable to the "real world" can maximize the likelihood that the
class will be taken seriously and the TA will be seen as an
effective instructor. Spending time during TA training focusing on how to effectively process activities may contribute to
TAs'ability to demonstrate authority in the classroom.
Slith regard to interpersonal communication skills, TAs in
this discipline should be somewhat advantaged. Hopefully,
undergraduate coursework in communication provides a
groundwork on which to build one's interpersonal skills. TA
training that focuses on relational issues and conflict management could do much to enhance the perception that TAs
are interpersonally adept. Perhaps required reading should
include the various articles on power in the classroon and
teacher immediacy (see, for example, Kearney, Plax, Richmond, & McCroskey, 1986 and Kearney, Plax, & WendtWasco, f985).
Finally, it is questionable what can be done to improve
TAs' commitment to teaching or to eliminate the variety of
negative behaviors that could detrast from perceptions of
their efrectiveness except to open these topics for discussion.
Perhaps hiring decisions could be based, at least in part, on
the degree to which TAs at least appear to be committed to
teaching. Similarly, classroom obsenrations could detect neg-
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ative behaviors that mrght be brought to the TA's attsntion
ham is done.
Overall, it would appear that there is no empirical support for the claim that TAs are lesser teachers than tenuretrack faculf, at least when students' perceptions are used as
the evaluative measuro. How TAs are recruited, trained, and
snrpported as they learn the trade nay transform these "least
experienced" of colleagues into fine college-level instnrctors.
Certainly, the data presented herein provide a strong rationale for devoting time, enerry and money to effectively train
TAs before they enter the classroom. Handing out the textbook and indicating which sections TAs will teach should no

before too much

longer be accepted practice.
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